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Success of Original Review Calls for Much Larger Show

by Allen Ablow and Norm Ruby

With the tremendous success of this semester's original production and with the encouragement of the students and faculty, the original show is expected to be expanded into a show for the campus. The success of the show has led to the decision to make the show a competition between the students and the faculty. The show will be held on Friday, February 5th, and will be open to the public.

Lunch Counter

In Rec Hall

The usual lunch counter will be in operation as usual, but with the addition of a new menu item. The new menu item will be a special dessert, which will be available only on February 5th. This dessert will be a chocolate mousse, and it is expected to be a hit with the students.

Journal Loses Three Men Who Graduate in January

With the departure of these three students, the Journal is losing three of its most important contributors. These students have been with the Journal for several years and have contributed significantly to the success of the publication. The Journal will miss their contributions and wishes them well in their future endeavors.

Need Cash?

Facing the financial challenges of the semester, the Journal is in need of additional funds. Contributions are always welcome and will be greatly appreciated. Donations can be made online or by mail. The Journal is grateful for any support it receives.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

The Varsity Club will meet in the Recreation Center on Thursday, January 21st. The Student Council will hold its meeting on Monday, January 18th.

PHILOSOPHY CLUB

Meetings are held on the first and third Wednesday of each month. The next meeting will be on January 20th.

VARSITY CAB

Meetings are held on the second and fourth Monday of each month. The next meeting will be on January 25th.
Club Notes

Press Club

The annual Press Club banquet was held in the Student Union on Saturday, April 9, with William C. Harvey, publisher of the Suffolk Journal, presiding as master of ceremonies. In his welcoming address, Mr. Harvey expressed his appreciation for the efforts of the student press in covering the events of the year. He also announced the appointment of two new editors to the newspaper. The banquet was followed by a dance.

Spanish Club

A Spanish Club affair was held on Thursday, April 7, with a group of students performing a traditional Spanish dance. The event was attended by members of the Spanish community and was well received.

McCarthy's Gag Show Hit

Saliba's Gags, a popular gag show, was well received by the audience and set a new attendance record for the club. The performances were held in the Student Union on Saturday, April 9.

Ed Club

The Ed Club held its annual meeting on Thursday, April 7, with guest speaker Dr. John Smith discussing the importance of education. The meeting was well attended and the discussion was lively.

Philos. Club

The Philos. Club held a debate on the topic of freedom of speech on Saturday, April 9. The debate was well attended and the discussion was lively.

Inspiration To Students Seen In Chemist's Switch Of Atoms

Dr. George Wilson, a chemistry professor, received a standing ovation from his students on Friday, April 8, after he demonstrated how to switch the atoms of a molecule using a simple experiment. The demonstration was a highlight of a chemistry lecture and the students were in awe of the professor's skill.

Italian Club Entertaines: 36

The Italian Club held its annual dinner on Saturday, April 9, with 36 students in attendance. The event was well received and the atmosphere was festive.

Singing Make

Saliba's Gags, a popular gag show, was well received by the audience and set a new attendance record for the club. The performances were held in the Student Union on Saturday, April 9.
Marmerdon's

by Jack Bensource

Marmerdon's...the new name for a new kind of gum. 

One of Variety's regulars says he's never seen anything quite like it. 

"A new kind of gum that's not for chewing, but for singing." 

That's the idea behind Marmerdon's "name" for a new kind of gum. 

"You see, Marmerdon's doesn't have the taste of ordinary gum. 

It's a gum that's made for singing. You put a piece of it in your mouth, and it starts to hum. 

And the longer you keep it in your mouth, the louder it gets. 

So you can have a whole carful of people singing along with you, and nobody will know you're chewing gum. 

"It's a gum that's made for people who like to sing, but can't always get a chance. 

"The gum is made with a special kind of sugar that makes it sweet, but not sticky. 

"And it's made in a variety of flavors, so you can pick the one you like best. 

"So if you're looking for a gum that's not just for chewing, but for singing, try Marmerdon's. 

"You'll be surprised at how much fun you can have with a gum that's not just for chewing, but for singing."


**Editorials**

**SUFFOLK Goes West**

Since early last year, the JOURNAL circulation department has been working overtime. Luckily, the JOURNAL is distributed to Suffolk students, alumni, colleagues in the schools, and many high schools. Outside of the Boston area, it goes to all large colleges and hundreds of small ones through- out the United States. The JOURNAL has been sent to the Federation of Students in the state of California.

It's quite evident that we are not in England anymore, as we're a city of ten schools - the Suffolk University Schools of Law, Business, and Medicine.

**WHISTLING IN THE DARK**

Every month we sit down with our own members and club presidents, and we are often apprised of important concerns. Each of these men is given a chance to express their concerns about the school in general. And you expect quite naturally, that all of these things will work out to perfection. Oddly enough, they WOULDN'T work out to perfection but they aren't because of these things.

**MIDNIGHT OIL AGAIN**
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OFFICIAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

MID. JAN. 26th (Sun.)

MON. JAN. 27th (Mon.)

TUES. JAN. 28th (Tues.)

WED. JAN. 29th (Wed.)

THUR. JAN. 30th (Thurs.)

FRI. JAN. 31st (Fri.)

SAT. FEB. 1st (Sat.)

SUN. FEB. 2nd (Sun.)

Note: These dates are tentative and may be subject to change. Please check the official university calendar for the most accurate information.

The University Wits

Edited by

TOM COLLINS
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Weather Forces Hockey Games Cancellation

This is the first meeting that will ever be for the boys. According to reports, the game was played on a small, muddy field and the weather conditions were not favorable for the athletes. At one point in the game, the players had to leave the field due to a thunderstorm. The game was eventually canceled due to the poor weather conditions.

BLUE AND GOLD DROPS TILT TO CLASSY TEXTILE QUINTET

Although the game was cancelled, the Classy Textile Quintet still went on to win the match. The Blue and Gold Drops, who were the opponents, were unable to keep up with the skilled performers of the Classy Textile Quintet. The game was played in front of a large crowd, who were impressed by the performance of the Classy Textile Quintet.

CRUSADERS DOWN SUFFOLK IN FAST ARENA TILT

The Crusaders defeated the Suffolk Rangers in a fast-paced game played in the arena. The Crusaders scored three goals in the first half, and the Rangers were unable to catch up. The game was played in front of a full crowd, who were excited by the fast-paced action.

NEW PREP TIES SU 2-2

The New Prep team played a tight game with the SU team, with both teams scoring two goals each. The game was played in front of a large crowd, who were impressed by the skills of both teams.

Law Travels To NCAA Confab

In a move that signaled the start of the NCAA season, the Law team traveled to the NCAA confab. The team was looking forward to the start of the season, and the confab was an opportunity for the team to prepare for the upcoming games.

FOSTER'S CAFETERIA
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Puck Chasers Seek Revenge
Against Purple at Worcester

Suffolk’s corrugated ice violin will seek revenge for the previous season’s tourney in which they met Holy Cross tonight at the University home ice at Worcester. That is if “Old Man Winter” will relent and give us a little freezing weather to put ice on the outdoor rinks. A win at the present time is of major importance in the Bowdoin officials cancelled and called the game at the Friday, January 6th game because of a streak of mild weather.

The Blue and Gold has been slowly working itself back into show again the game at the arena. Injuries to Goold Pete Kintos and Wince Bryan, both given, were at first feared to be serious but were simply sprains that a good rest for both will heal up.

Carruthers cracked his wrist and Kintos injured his ankle. The tea physician ordered X-rays to determine the possibility of fractures. The X-rays showed no break which made coach Dave Perkins breathe a lot easier.

Consistent the game at the beginning of the game was played. The fast skating Derectors were forced to miss the last game.

During the past few practices the squad has been drilled to overcome certain aspects that held them back in their previous defeat.

All Star Director Law has scheduled a game with St. Anselm’s for the latter part of February and is trying to get a game at Tufts if facilities can be found available.

It is hoped that the student supporters will carry this trend into the season and carry on through the season and be just as strong if not stronger to help the Blue and Gold win.

New Additions To Sport Staff
Next Semester

Wholesale revisions and additions to the Suffolk Journal sports staff can be expected in the next month and preceding months to follow as the sports editor announces the acquisition of a few men and the stepping down and out of the picture upon completion of this edition.

Lenny O’Lare, sports editor, completed his degree requirements at the end of this month and hopes to begin work in the Carson career. Pizzi and Mike Paratore to cover all Suffolk basketball games, Gerry Smith all hockey games, will handle the coverage of hockey games.

Don Wondro of the baseball staff has been added to the staff that includes Ken MacDonald and Mike DeLeo.

The purpose of the dance is to raise funds so that Suffolk may award varsity sweaters to the members of the athletic teams.

The Varsity Club Plans Dances; Seeks to Raise New Funds

The Varsity Club led by its president, Tom Devlin, and assisted by Charlie Law and Don Finnish formulated future activities at a January meeting of members.

A social get-together is to be staged on February 21st in the John O’Brien School of English. Admission is limited to varsity club members and present athletes only. The seating and refreshments and barn dance instructions are to be extra features which will complete a well rounded evening of fun. There will be 50 admission charges for the affair.

The biggest and most important of club projects will be the annual dance which the club will sponsor for the student body at the Hotel Bradford on Friday, March 1st. Price of tickets for the affair has been set at $2.50 per couple. Committee members are assembling now so as to obtain the last minute items for the affair.

The purpose of the dance is to raise funds so that Suffolk may award varsity sweaters to the members of the athletic teams.

Dave Perkins
Radio Guest

Hockey coach Dave Perkins was the radio guest of local sportswriter, Frank Fallon on the popular WPRI sport’s directors program, Monday, December 10th show. Perkins shared the studio with the well-known Groove Allee who coaches the University of Kansas basketball team.

Kamman’s team played Holy Cross on the opening night of the show and Dave’s team won the hockey game sound a few hours after the broadcast.

Before introducing Dave, Fallon praised his efforts that landed him at Suffolk University in the same breath with all the other local sports minded football, basketball and hockey teams as the team to watch in the new year.

 Perkins gave credit to President Bier, Dean Monroe, and Athletic Director Law for their part in starting Suffolk on its way to the ladder in the local sports picture.

It is hoped that all members of the student body and faculty that possibly attend will be at the New England Invitational meeting. All who attend are guaranteed an evening of sport and entertainment for the benefit of the athletic program to help a worthy cause.

STUDENTS PULLED ON TEAM NICKNAME

This month we are polling the students for suggestions for a nickname for our athletic teams. If you see a name here that you like or are thinking of a problem so that he will show your choice in the current time for sport and entertainment.

Barbara Savini (J2) Soph. school.
Royals
I thought that this would fit the team. Because based on the historical background of the state.

Frank O’Neil (EBA) St. Scholastica Blue and Gold colors.
Everyone is talking about Mary Anne Strauss (EBA) Soph. team’s little personality. We don’t take advantage of their presence, they are something different. We are not afraid of the name of any other.

Barbara Savini (J2) Soph. school.

The idea that this will fit the team. The reasons.

Because they are so appropriate enough because of fast.

Tonda’s Restaurant
Managed by George Connell

FIRST CLASS FOOD—SELF SERVICE RESTAURANT
SOYA YOUNTAIN SERVICE—SANDWICHES, HOT DISHES
30 DENRE STREET
BOSTON

Blue and Gold Seeking Large SU Attendance

Suffolk University will meet Bridle Business College on the grand floor of the Boston Garden Friday night in a post-season game of small importance. It will be the sixth game for the Blue and Gold next.

Before vacation they favored Fordham and Georgia Tech in turn bumped by Bridgeporters. Five consecutive losses to press the brass has journeyed to play Lowell Textile and entered that he is full of another contest.

Students are urged to take advantage of the student tickets that will be sold later in the week for the Bridgette game which will start at 7:30 in the afternoon. A rapid charge is on to make the game the biggest single influence school officials to show up at the game, even the game that would attract larger crowds.

Interesting choice by the team and impressions of the influence of the other schools of good size in the area. The Blue and Gold has played on the game against the University of Rhode Island and Columbia College. Bridgette had last year’s Suffolk squad to the point of double digit last year and can be expected to compete with the Blue and Gold without a moment of trouble. The business that will arise to battle against Suffolk and Bridgette.

It is hoped that the student body will come out and see all the remaining home games to show the university that there is no admission charge at the games.

Freshman Foster
Stellar Performer In SU Basketball

The Journal nominates its collegiate basketball player of the week, Ramsey Foster, skilful student at St. Herman Academy and a top student in his 6’5” frame. The first agar in blowing blue and field scoring the first three games of the young season. In this game.

Foster, who has little basketball experience previous to entrance in Suffolk, has been improving steadily in each game played. By the first game that he played in 1952-53, Ramsey Foster should be on the lips of every basketball fan in the nation.

Being a student-athlete, Foster also does more than play basketball. This is normally a weak point with most of the students. Time and again Foster broke up opportunities of his team lines. Foster is a team player and break a pass away to teammates down the court. When Foster is on the floor, any rank with any player on the team. He wastes very few shots and is a very efficient percentage from the floor line as well.

The Journal is proudly amazing considering the fact we use a two platoon system of play instead of a single team, therefore his scoring is based on the first half of the total playing time.

It is an equally amazing comment that Foster is a part of a first year man on the squad.
Joe Abdallah

Selling Songs

SUDS In Triumph
Over Georgetown
And Clark Teams

SU Glee Club
Needing Many
New Recruits

Would you like to sing along in a su- perior collegiate music society? Would you like to hear a su- perior collegiate music society sing along with you? Would you like to sing along with a su- perior collegiate music society and hear yourself sung along with you? Would you like to sing along with a su- perior collegiate music society and hear yourself sung along with you and not hear yourself sung along with you?

Joe Abdallah

IT SHOULD HAPPEN T’US!

IT SHOULD HAPPEN T’US!

At NORTHWESTERN and Colleges
and Universities throughout
the country CHESTERFIELD is
the largest-selling cigarette.

PATRICIA NEAL

Lovely Northwestern Alumna, says:
“T’ve always preferred Chesterfields and I’m sure I always shall. They’re much MILDIER.”
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